Cardinal Heights Upper Middle School Band

8th Grade Concert Band Lesson Planner:

Quarter 1 – 8th Grade Concert Band

Lesson Assignments:

In the event of an absence or missed lesson you must
schedule a make-up lesson within one week of the original
lesson to earn credit for the lesson.

Lesson 1 - Sept. 9 - 13
Fundamentals/Warm-up rou ne
Review Concert Bb Major Scale
Rhythms 1A-1F
Begin Transcrip on Project
Smartmusic #1

Lesson 2 - Sept. 16 -20
Fundamentals/Warm-up rou ne
Bb Major Scale
Rhythms 2A-2F
Transcrip on Project: A completed
Smartmusic #2

Lesson 3 - Sept. 23 - 27
Fundamentals/Warm-up rou ne
Concert Eb Major Scale
Rhythms 3A-3F
Transcrip on Project AB completed
March - Bach
Smartmusic #3

Lesson 4 - Sept. 30-Oct. 4
Fundamentals/Warm-up rou ne
Concert Ab Major Scale
Rhtyms 1G-1L
Transcrip on Project ABA
Sunchaser - Bri en Chambers
Smartmusic #4

Lesson 5 - Oct. 7 - 11
Fundamentals/Warm-up rou ne
Concert F Major Scale
Rhythms 2G-2L
In the Wake of Spring - Swearingen
Smartmusic #5

Lesson 6 - Oct. 14 - 18
Fundamentals/Warm-up rou ne
Concert C Major Scale
Rhythms 3G-3L
All Concert Music Complete

***Concert: Tuesday 10/22/19****
Lesson 7 - Oct. 21 - 25
No Lesson Assignments This Week
Lesson 8 Oct. 28 - Nov. 1
Fundamentals/Warm-up rou ne
Chroma c Warm-up/ Bb Chroma c
Rhythms 4A-4L
Select Solo

Name__________________________________

Major Scales – 10 Points

Below scales played in eighth notes at tempo 92.
Major Scales Prepara on-Play each scale three mes consecu vely without error
before moving to the next tempo. All scales are performed from memory.

Completed
Bb
Eb
Ab
F
C
Bb Chro.

52
52
52
52
52
52

60
60
60
60
60
60

72
72
72
72
72
72

80
80
80
80
80
80

88
88
88
88
88
88

92
92
92
92
92
92

Concert Music – 100 points each
___ March - Bach
___ Sunchaser - Carol Bri en Chambers
___ In the Wake of Spring - James Sweraringen

Rhythm Assignments – 10 points
___ 1A-1E

___ 2A-2E

___ 3A-3E

___ 2G-2L

___ 3G-3L

___ 4A-4E

___ 1G-1L

Smartmusic
This is an ongoing project that you will complete at
the beginning of 2nd quarter - don’t procras nate!
Transcrip on Project – 50 Points
Smartmusic #1
Smartmusic #2
Smartmusic #3
Smartmusic #4
Smartmusic #5

Other Assignments:
___ Concert Performance - (100 points) 10/22/19

To earn full credit for concert performance you must be seated on
me for warm-up, dressed appropriately, display appropriate
behavior and concert e que e throughout the concert, and complete
your teardown assignment.
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Planning your practice sessions – the organization continues!
On the following pages you have identified sections of your music that you would like to improve and learn for your
performance. A productive practice session also includes a great warm-up to improve fundamentals (tone, flexibility,
technique, facility, and articulation). We will organize warm-ups in our lessons to help you continue to improve your
musical skills. After your warm-up, focus on a practice goal in your concert music, solo, lesson book, or etude. This time
is for making improvements in your music. A productive practice session also includes something fun or rewarding at the
end (play a section of music that you really enjoy or put together sections you have practiced to hear your
accomplishments).

A good format to cover all these ideas in a practice session is the 20/60/20 format.

20% Warm-up

Use the first 20% of your practice session to improve your musical

(warm-up on any day you eat, sleep, or

articulation).

skills and fundamentals (tone, flexibility, technique, facility, and

that ends with a y)

60% Music Practice

Use the middle 60% of your practice session to improve your music
(concert music, solos, lesson book, or etudes). This is the time you
use to make your performance of specific music better. Set goals for
each piece, create priorities, and work toward your goals in segments
(follow your plan on the following pages).

20% Fun/Rewarding

Use the last 20% of your practice session to play something just for
fun or that will feel rewarding. This could be a section that you really
love to play or you might put together sections of your music practice
to demonstrate your improvement (it can be really fun to hear how
much you have improved!).

Strive to practice and play your instrument every day (outside of band rehearsal). If
you have a very busy day and no time for a complete practice session, make time for a
good warm-up and omit the last 60/20%. This will keep your musical skills sharp and
improving so that your complete practice sessions can be productive.
2
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Plan your practice – March - Bach
Using the Bracket Method to prepare your music
1. Read through the piece (the whole thing or in sections) at a tempo as close the indicated
performance tempo as possible. Do this without stopping for mistakes or to ix dif icult sections.
This will help you glimpse what is in the piece and how it works together.
2. Read through a second time (again, either as a whole or in sections). This time use your pencil to mark
each rough spot. Put a bracket just to the left of the beginning of the spot and ind where the rough
passage ends and place another bracket to the right of that rough spot.
3. Take a look at the bracketed sections. If you have brackets on sections that are exactly the same and occur
multiple times (the same thing repeated), you can erase the repeated brackets. Write the bracketed
sections in the chart below.
4. Determine what makes the trouble spot dif icult. Is it a dif icult rhythm, technical (fast notes),
dif icult intervals between notes, articulation, or something else? List what is dif icult in the chart
below.
5. Decide the best way or ways to practice this bracket section. You may want to have multiple ways to
improve (take a look at the list on the next page for ideas). Rate each section’s priority levels (tackle
the most dif icult sections irst and then move to other sections). Choose a completion date for each
section based on your goals. If you are unsure how to improve ask!!!

March Bach - Bracket Sections
Measures
in
Bracket

What makes this dif icult –
what will you improve?

How should you practice this – how will you
improve?

Rate
each
section
by
priority

When will
you complete
this section
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The top 10 ways to practice & improve your music!
1. Change the tempo – go slower or faster than indicated.
2. Break the section into smaller and more easily improved sections – make it easy in small bits!
3. Change (simplify) the rhythm – break up sections of the rhythm or add long notes to the rhythm. Make
the rhythm easy through your modi ication and then start to change back to the original.
4. Change the articulations – add tongued notes to slurs, slur tongued notes, play only the accents, or
play accent to accent.
5. Change the melody – play all on one note, remove large leaps, or play in a different octave.
6. Change expressive markings – dynamics, phrasings, or character.
7. Rehearse different elements--clap rhythms, count rhythms, sing the part, buzz the part, inger the part,
or count/sing with the metronome.
8. Penny practice – can you perform the section ive times without a mistake? As written or modi ied?
Ask Mesner what the pennies are for…
9. Compare to models – hear examples of the exact part or similar performances on recordings, youtube,
your peers, or teachers.
10. Get feedback – record yourself and listen or have someone listen to you.

March - Bach - Performance Rubric
You’re Ready to Go!

20--19
Note
Accuracy

All Correct

Rhythm
& Tempo
Accuracy

The beat is secure and the
rhythms are accurate for the
style of music being played
with accurate subdivision.

Articulation

Secure articulations.
Markings are executed as
directed by the score and/or
the conductor.

Tone &
Intonation

Tone is very focused, clear,
and centered throughout
the range of the instrument.
Intonation is accurate and
secure throughout.

Musicality

Clear attention to stylistic
elements, dynamics and
phrase shapes. An effort
toward communication with
intention through music is
evident at all times.

You're Almost There!

18--17
Mostly Correct
The beat and subdivision is
secure and the rhythms are
mostly accurate. There are
a few duration errors, but
these do not detract from
the overall performance.

Articulations are usually
secure, though there
might be an isolated
error. Markings are
executed accurately as
directed by the score
and/or the conductor.
Tone is focused, clear
and centered through the
normal playing range of
the instrument. Extremes
in range sometimes
cause tone to be less
controlled. Tone quality
typically does not detract
from the performance.
Attempts to adjust
intonation are clear but
developing.
Clear attention to stylistic
elements, dynamics and
phrase shapes. An effort
toward communication
through music is evident
but lacks intention.

Keep Working

16--15
Some Correct

The beat and subdivision
is somewhat secure.
Some rhythms are
accurate. Frequent or
repeated duration errors.
Rhythm problems
occasionally detract from
the overall performance.

Time to start working!

15 & below

Total

Few Correct

The beat and subdivision
is somewhat erratic.
Some rhythms are
accurate. Frequent or
repeated duration errors.
Rhythm problems
occasionally detract from
the overall performance.

Articulations are somewhat
secure, but markings are
often executed accurately
as directed by the score
and/or the conductor.

Articulations are rarely
secure, but markings are
often executed accurately
as directed by the score
and/or the conductor.

Tone is often focused, clear
and centered, but
sometimes the tone is
uncontrolled in the normal
playing range. Extremes in
range are usually
uncontrolled. Occasionally
the tone quality detracts
from overall performance.
Attempts to adjust
intonation are present but
not always successful.

The tone is often lacks
focus. Significantly
detracting from the overall
performance. Attempts to
adjust and improve
intonation are infrequent.

Inconsistent attention to
stylistic elements,
dynamics and phrase
shapes. An effort toward
communication through
music intermittent or lacks
intention.

Little attention to stylistic
elements, dynamics and
phrase shapes. An effort
toward communication
through music intermittent
or lacks intention.
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Plan your practice – Sunchaser
Using the Bracket Method to prepare your music
1. Read through the piece (the whole thing or in sections) at a tempo as close the indicated
performance tempo as possible. Do this without stopping for mistakes or to ix dif icult sections.
This will help you glimpse what is in the piece and how it works together.
2. Read through a second time (again, either as a whole or in sections). This time use your pencil to mark
each rough spot. Put a bracket just to the left of the beginning of the spot and ind where the rough
passage ends and place another bracket to the right of that rough spot.
3. Take a look at the bracketed sections. If you have brackets on sections that are exactly the same and occur
multiple times (the same thing repeated), you can erase the repeated brackets. Write the bracketed
sections in the chart below.
4. Determine what makes the trouble spot dif icult. Is it a dif icult rhythm, technical (fast notes),
dif icult intervals between notes, articulation, or something else? List what is dif icult in the chart
below.
5. Decide the best way or ways to practice this bracket section. You may want to have multiple ways to
improve (take a look at the list on the next page for ideas). Rate each section’s priority levels (tackle
the most dif icult sections irst and then move to other sections). Choose a completion date for each
section based on your goals. If you are unsure how to improve ask!!!

Sunchaser - Bracket Sections
Measures
in
Bracket

What makes this dif icult –
what will you improve?

How should you practice this – how will you
improve?

Rate
each
section
by
priority

When will
you complete
this section
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The top 10 ways to practice & improve your music!
11. Change the tempo – go slower or faster than indicated.
12. Break the section into smaller and more easily improved sections – make it easy in small bits!
13. Change (simplify) the rhythm – brake up sections of the rhythm or add long notes to the rhythm. Make
the rhythm easy through your modi ication and then start to change back to the original.
14. Change the articulations – add tongued notes to slurs, slur tongued notes, play only the accents, or
play accent to accent.
15. Change the melody – play all on one note, remove large leaps, or play in a different octave.
16. Change expressive markings – dynamics, phrasings, or character.
17. Rehearse different elements--clap rhythms, count rhythms, sing the part, buzz the part, inger the part,
or count/sing with the metronome.
18. Penny practice – can you perform the section ive times without a mistake? As written or modi ied?
Ask Mesner what the pennies are for…
19. Compare to models – hear examples of the exact part or similar performances on recordings, youtube,
your peers, or teachers.
20. Get feedback – record yourself and listen or have someone listen to you.

Sunchaser - Performance Rubric
You’re Ready to Go!

20--19
Note
Accuracy

All Correct

Rhythm
& Tempo
Accuracy

The beat is secure and the
rhythms are accurate for the
style of music being played
with accurate subdivision.

Articulation

Secure articulations.
Markings are executed as
directed by the score and/or
the conductor.

Tone &
Intonation

Tone is very focused, clear,
and centered throughout
the range of the instrument.
Intonation is accurate and
secure throughout.

Musicality

Clear attention to stylistic
elements, dynamics and
phrase shapes. An effort
toward communication with
intention through music is
evident at all times.

You're Almost There!

18--17
Mostly Correct
The beat and subdivision is
secure and the rhythms are
mostly accurate. There are
a few duration errors, but
these do not detract from
the overall performance.

Articulations are usually
secure, though there
might be an isolated
error. Markings are
executed accurately as
directed by the score
and/or the conductor.
Tone is focused, clear
and centered through the
normal playing range of
the instrument. Extremes
in range sometimes
cause tone to be less
controlled. Tone quality
typically does not detract
from the performance.
Attempts to adjust
intonation are clear but
developing.
Clear attention to stylistic
elements, dynamics and
phrase shapes. An effort
toward communication
through music is evident
but lacks intention.

Keep Working

16--15
Some Correct

The beat and subdivision
is somewhat secure.
Some rhythms are
accurate. Frequent or
repeated duration errors.
Rhythm problems
occasionally detract from
the overall performance.

Time to start working!

15 & below

Total

Few Correct

The beat and subdivision
is somewhat erratic.
Some rhythms are
accurate. Frequent or
repeated duration errors.
Rhythm problems
occasionally detract from
the overall performance.

Articulations are somewhat
secure, but markings are
often executed accurately
as directed by the score
and/or the conductor.

Articulations are rarely
secure, but markings are
often executed accurately
as directed by the score
and/or the conductor.

Tone is often focused, clear
and centered, but
sometimes the tone is
uncontrolled in the normal
playing range. Extremes in
range are usually
uncontrolled. Occasionally
the tone quality detracts
from overall performance.
Attempts to adjust
intonation are present but
not always successful.

The tone is often lacks
focus. Significantly
detracting from the overall
performance. Attempts to
adjust and improve
intonation are infrequent.

Inconsistent attention to
stylistic elements,
dynamics and phrase
shapes. An effort toward
communication through
music intermittent or lacks
intention.

Little attention to stylistic
elements, dynamics and
phrase shapes. An effort
toward communication
through music intermittent
or lacks intention.
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Plan your practice – In the Wake of Spring
Using the Bracket Method to prepare your music
6. Read through the piece (the whole thing or in sections) at a tempo as close the indicated
performance tempo as possible. Do this without stopping for mistakes or to ix dif icult sections.
This will help you glimpse what is in the piece and how it works together.
7. Read through a second time (again, either as a whole or in sections). This time use your pencil to mark
each rough spot. Put a bracket just to the left of the beginning of the spot and ind where the rough
passage ends and place another bracket to the right of that rough spot.
8. Take a look at the bracketed sections. If you have brackets on sections that are exactly the same and occur
multiple times (the same thing repeated), you can erase the repeated brackets. Write the bracketed
sections in the chart below.
9. Determine what makes the trouble spot dif icult. Is it a dif icult rhythm, technical (fast notes),
dif icult intervals between notes, articulation, or something else? List what is dif icult in the chart
below.
10. Decide the best way or ways to practice this bracket section. You may want to have multiple ways to
improve (take a look at the list on the next page for ideas). Rate each section’s priority levels (tackle
the most dif icult sections irst and then move to other sections). Choose a completion date for each
section based on your goals. If you are unsure how to improve ask!!!

In the Wake of Spring - Bracket Sections
Measures
in
Bracket

What makes this dif icult –
what will you improve?

How should you practice this – how will you
improve?

Rate
each
section
by
priority

When will
you complete
this section
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The top 10 ways to practice & improve your music!
21. Change the tempo – go slower or faster than indicated.
22. Break the section into smaller and more easily improved sections – make it easy in small bits!
23. Change (simplify) the rhythm – brake up sections of the rhythm or add long notes to the rhythm. Make
the rhythm easy through your modi ication and then start to change back to the original.
24. Change the articulations – add tongued notes to slurs, slur tongued notes, play only the accents, or
play accent to accent.
25. Change the melody – play all on one note, remove large leaps, or play in a different octave.
26. Change expressive markings – dynamics, phrasings, or character.
27. Rehearse different elements--clap rhythms, count rhythms, sing the part, buzz the part, inger the part,
or count/sing with the metronome.
28. Penny practice – can you perform the section ive times without a mistake? As written or modi ied?
Ask Mesner what the pennies are for…
29. Compare to models – hear examples of the exact part or similar performances on recordings, youtube,
your peers, or teachers.
30. Get feedback – record yourself and listen or have someone listen to you.

Song of Lir - Performance Rubric
You’re Ready to Go!

20--19
Note
Accuracy

All Correct

Rhythm
& Tempo
Accuracy

The beat is secure and the
rhythms are accurate for the
style of music being played
with accurate subdivision.

Articulation

Secure articulations.
Markings are executed as
directed by the score and/or
the conductor.

Tone &
Intonation

Tone is very focused, clear,
and centered throughout
the range of the instrument.
Intonation is accurate and
secure throughout.

Musicality

Clear attention to stylistic
elements, dynamics and
phrase shapes. An effort
toward communication with
intention through music is
evident at all times.

You're Almost There!

18--17
Mostly Correct
The beat and subdivision is
secure and the rhythms are
mostly accurate. There are
a few duration errors, but
these do not detract from
the overall performance.

Articulations are usually
secure, though there
might be an isolated
error. Markings are
executed accurately as
directed by the score
and/or the conductor.
Tone is focused, clear
and centered through the
normal playing range of
the instrument. Extremes
in range sometimes
cause tone to be less
controlled. Tone quality
typically does not detract
from the performance.
Attempts to adjust
intonation are clear but
developing.
Clear attention to stylistic
elements, dynamics and
phrase shapes. An effort
toward communication
through music is evident
but lacks intention.

Keep Working

16--15
Some Correct

The beat and subdivision
is somewhat secure.
Some rhythms are
accurate. Frequent or
repeated duration errors.
Rhythm problems
occasionally detract from
the overall performance.

Time to start working!

15 & below

Total

Few Correct

The beat and subdivision
is somewhat erratic.
Some rhythms are
accurate. Frequent or
repeated duration errors.
Rhythm problems
occasionally detract from
the overall performance.

Articulations are somewhat
secure, but markings are
often executed accurately
as directed by the score
and/or the conductor.

Articulations are rarely
secure, but markings are
often executed accurately
as directed by the score
and/or the conductor.

Tone is often focused, clear
and centered, but
sometimes the tone is
uncontrolled in the normal
playing range. Extremes in
range are usually
uncontrolled. Occasionally
the tone quality detracts
from overall performance.
Attempts to adjust
intonation are present but
not always successful.

The tone is often lacks
focus. Significantly
detracting from the overall
performance. Attempts to
adjust and improve
intonation are infrequent.

Inconsistent attention to
stylistic elements,
dynamics and phrase
shapes. An effort toward
communication through
music intermittent or lacks
intention.

Little attention to stylistic
elements, dynamics and
phrase shapes. An effort
toward communication
through music intermittent
or lacks intention.
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Lesson 1 - Sept. 9 - 13

“Energy and persistence conquer all things.” - Benjamin Franklin

My Lesson is Scheduled: ___________

Warm-ups & Scales (what to practice)

Speciﬁc Goals (how to practice)

Rhythm 1A-1F

Concert Music, Solo, or Lesson Book (what to practice)

Speciﬁc Goals (how to practice)

Notes or Questions

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_

Practice Priorities & Strategies
Warm-up 20%

Metronome
Marking

Tuner

Goal Achieved?

Music Goal 60%
Music Goal 60%
Fun/Rewarding 20%
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Practice Priorities & Strategies
Warm-up 20%

Metronome
Marking

Tuner

Goal Achieved?

Metronome
Marking

Tuner

Goal Achieved?

Metronome
Marking

Tuner

Goal Achieved?

Metronome
Marking

Tuner

Goal Achieved?

Metronome
Marking

Tuner

Goal Achieved?

Metronome
Marking

Tuner

Goal Achieved?

Music Goal 60%
Music Goal 60%
Fun/Rewarding 20%
Practice Priorities & Strategies
Warm-up 20%
Music Goal 60%
Music Goal 60%
Fun/Rewarding 20%
Practice Priorities & Strategies
Warm-up 20%
Music Goal 60%
Music Goal 60%
Fun/Rewarding 20%
Practice Priorities & Strategies
Warm-up 20%
Music Goal 60%
Music Goal 60%
Fun/Rewarding 20%
Practice Priorities & Strategies
Warm-up 20%
Music Goal 60%
Music Goal 60%
Fun/Rewarding 20%
Practice Priorities & Strategies
Warm-up 20%
Music Goal 60%
Music Goal 60%
Fun/Rewarding 20%
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Lesson 2 - Sept. 16 - 20

“We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence, then, is not an act. but a habit” - Aristotle

My Lesson is Scheduled: ___________

Warm-ups & Scales (what to practice)

Speciﬁc Goals (how to practice)

Fundamentals/Warm-up rou ne
Concert Bb Major Scale & ar cula on
Rhythms: 2A-2F

Concert Music, Solo, or Lesson Book (what to practice)

Speciﬁc Goals (how to practice)

Transcrip on Project: A completed

Notes or Questions

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_

Practice Priorities & Strategies
Warm-up 20%

Metronome
Marking

Tuner

Goal Achieved?

Music Goal 60%
Music Goal 60%
Fun/Rewarding 20%
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Practice Priorities & Strategies
Warm-up 20%

Metronome
Marking

Tuner

Goal Achieved?

Metronome
Marking

Tuner

Goal Achieved?

Metronome
Marking

Tuner

Goal Achieved?

Metronome
Marking

Tuner

Goal Achieved?

Metronome
Marking

Tuner

Goal Achieved?

Metronome
Marking

Tuner

Goal Achieved?

Music Goal 60%
Music Goal 60%
Fun/Rewarding 20%
Practice Priorities & Strategies
Warm-up 20%
Music Goal 60%
Music Goal 60%
Fun/Rewarding 20%
Practice Priorities & Strategies
Warm-up 20%
Music Goal 60%
Music Goal 60%
Fun/Rewarding 20%
Practice Priorities & Strategies
Warm-up 20%
Music Goal 60%
Music Goal 60%
Fun/Rewarding 20%
Practice Priorities & Strategies
Warm-up 20%
Music Goal 60%
Music Goal 60%
Fun/Rewarding 20%
Practice Priorities & Strategies
Warm-up 20%
Music Goal 60%
Music Goal 60%
Fun/Rewarding 20%
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Lesson 3 - Sept. 30 - 27

“The quality of our expectations determines the quality of our actions” - Andre Godin

My Lesson is Scheduled: ___________

Warm-ups & Scales (what to practice)

Speciﬁc Goals (how to practice)

Fundamentals/Warm-up rou ne
Concert Eb Major Scale
Rhythms: 3A-3F

Concert Music, Solo, or Lesson Book (what to practice)

Speciﬁc Goals (how to practice)

Transcrip on Project: AB
March - Bach

Notes or Questions

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_

Practice Priorities & Strategies
Warm-up 20%

Metronome
Marking

Tuner

Goal Achieved?

Music Goal 60%
Music Goal 60%
Fun/Rewarding 20%
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Practice Priorities & Strategies
Warm-up 20%

Metronome
Marking

Tuner

Goal Achieved?

Metronome
Marking

Tuner

Goal Achieved?

Metronome
Marking

Tuner

Goal Achieved?

Metronome
Marking

Tuner

Goal Achieved?

Metronome
Marking

Tuner

Goal Achieved?

Metronome
Marking

Tuner

Goal Achieved?

Music Goal 60%
Music Goal 60%
Fun/Rewarding 20%
Practice Priorities & Strategies
Warm-up 20%
Music Goal 60%
Music Goal 60%
Fun/Rewarding 20%
Practice Priorities & Strategies
Warm-up 20%
Music Goal 60%
Music Goal 60%
Fun/Rewarding 20%
Practice Priorities & Strategies
Warm-up 20%
Music Goal 60%
Music Goal 60%
Fun/Rewarding 20%
Practice Priorities & Strategies
Warm-up 20%
Music Goal 60%
Music Goal 60%
Fun/Rewarding 20%
Practice Priorities & Strategies
Warm-up 20%
Music Goal 60%
Music Goal 60%
Fun/Rewarding 20%
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Lesson 4 - Sept. 30 - Oct. 4

“A diamond is a piece of coal that stuck to the job” - Time Lautzenheiser

My Lesson is Scheduled: ___________

Warm-ups & Scales (what to practice)

Speciﬁc Goals (how to practice)

Fundamentals/Warm-up rou ne
Concert Ab Major Scale
Rhtyms 1G-1L

Concert Music, Solo, or Lesson Book (what to practice)

Speciﬁc Goals (how to practice)

STranscrip on Project ABA
Sunchaser - Bri en Chambers

Notes or Questions

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_

Practice Priorities & Strategies
Warm-up 20%

Metronome
Marking

Tuner

Goal Achieved?

Music Goal 60%
Music Goal 60%
Fun/Rewarding 20%
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Practice Priorities & Strategies
Warm-up 20%

Metronome
Marking

Tuner

Goal Achieved?

Metronome
Marking

Tuner

Goal Achieved?

Metronome
Marking

Tuner

Goal Achieved?

Metronome
Marking

Tuner

Goal Achieved?

Metronome
Marking

Tuner

Goal Achieved?

Metronome
Marking

Tuner

Goal Achieved?

Music Goal 60%
Music Goal 60%
Fun/Rewarding 20%
Practice Priorities & Strategies
Warm-up 20%
Music Goal 60%
Music Goal 60%
Fun/Rewarding 20%
Practice Priorities & Strategies
Warm-up 20%
Music Goal 60%
Music Goal 60%
Fun/Rewarding 20%
Practice Priorities & Strategies
Warm-up 20%
Music Goal 60%
Music Goal 60%
Fun/Rewarding 20%
Practice Priorities & Strategies
Warm-up 20%
Music Goal 60%
Music Goal 60%
Fun/Rewarding 20%
Practice Priorities & Strategies
Warm-up 20%
Music Goal 60%
Music Goal 60%
Fun/Rewarding 20%
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Lesson 5 - Oct. 7-11
My Lesson is Scheduled: ___________

“Always bear in mind that your own resolution to succeed
is more important than any other one thing” - Abraham Lincoln

Warm-ups & Scales (what to practice)

Speciﬁc Goals (how to practice)

Fundamentals/Warm-up rou ne
Concert F Major Scale
Rhythms 2G-2L

Concert Music, Solo, or Lesson Book (what to practice)

Speciﬁc Goals (how to practice)

In the Wake of Spring - Swearingen

Notes or Questions

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_

Practice Priorities & Strategies
Warm-up 20%

Metronome
Marking

Tuner

Goal Achieved?

Music Goal 60%
Music Goal 60%
Fun/Rewarding 20%
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Practice Priorities & Strategies
Warm-up 20%

Metronome
Marking

Tuner

Goal Achieved?

Metronome
Marking

Tuner

Goal Achieved?

Metronome
Marking

Tuner

Goal Achieved?

Metronome
Marking

Tuner

Goal Achieved?

Metronome
Marking

Tuner

Goal Achieved?

Metronome
Marking

Tuner

Goal Achieved?

Music Goal 60%
Music Goal 60%
Fun/Rewarding 20%
Practice Priorities & Strategies
Warm-up 20%
Music Goal 60%
Music Goal 60%
Fun/Rewarding 20%
Practice Priorities & Strategies
Warm-up 20%
Music Goal 60%
Music Goal 60%
Fun/Rewarding 20%
Practice Priorities & Strategies
Warm-up 20%
Music Goal 60%
Music Goal 60%
Fun/Rewarding 20%
Practice Priorities & Strategies
Warm-up 20%
Music Goal 60%
Music Goal 60%
Fun/Rewarding 20%
Practice Priorities & Strategies
Warm-up 20%
Music Goal 60%
Music Goal 60%
Fun/Rewarding 20%
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Lesson 6 - Oct. 14-18

“Success is a journey, not a destination.” - Ben Sweetland

My Lesson is Scheduled: ___________

Warm-ups & Scales (what to practice)

Speciﬁc Goals (how to practice)

Fundamentals/Warm-up rou ne
Concert C Major Scale
Rhythms 3G-3L

Concert Music, Solo, or Lesson Book (what to practice)

Speciﬁc Goals (how to practice)

All Concert Music Complete

Notes or Questions

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_

Practice Priorities & Strategies
Warm-up 20%

Metronome
Marking

Tuner

Goal Achieved?

Music Goal 60%
Music Goal 60%
Fun/Rewarding 20%
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Practice Priorities & Strategies
Warm-up 20%

Metronome
Marking

Tuner

Goal Achieved?

Metronome
Marking

Tuner

Goal Achieved?

Metronome
Marking

Tuner

Goal Achieved?

Metronome
Marking

Tuner

Goal Achieved?

Metronome
Marking

Tuner

Goal Achieved?

Metronome
Marking

Tuner

Goal Achieved?

Music Goal 60%
Music Goal 60%
Fun/Rewarding 20%
Practice Priorities & Strategies
Warm-up 20%
Music Goal 60%
Music Goal 60%
Fun/Rewarding 20%
Practice Priorities & Strategies
Warm-up 20%
Music Goal 60%
Music Goal 60%
Fun/Rewarding 20%
Practice Priorities & Strategies
Warm-up 20%
Music Goal 60%
Music Goal 60%
Fun/Rewarding 20%
Practice Priorities & Strategies
Warm-up 20%
Music Goal 60%
Music Goal 60%
Fun/Rewarding 20%
Practice Priorities & Strategies
Warm-up 20%
Music Goal 60%
Music Goal 60%
Fun/Rewarding 20%
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Lesson 8 - Oct. 28-Nov. 1

“They Can because the thin they can.” - Virgil

My Lesson is Scheduled: ___________

Warm-ups & Scales (what to practice)

Speciﬁc Goals (how to practice)

Fundamentals/Warm-up rou ne
Chroma c Warm-up/ Bb Chroma c
Rhythms 4A-4L

Concert Music, Solo, or Lesson Book (what to practice)

Speciﬁc Goals (how to practice)

Select Solo

Notes or Questions

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_

Practice Priorities & Strategies
Warm-up 20%

Metronome
Marking

Tuner

Goal Achieved?

Music Goal 60%
Music Goal 60%
Fun/Rewarding 20%
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Practice Priorities & Strategies
Warm-up 20%

Metronome
Marking

Tuner

Goal Achieved?

Metronome
Marking

Tuner

Goal Achieved?

Metronome
Marking

Tuner

Goal Achieved?

Metronome
Marking

Tuner

Goal Achieved?

Metronome
Marking

Tuner

Goal Achieved?

Metronome
Marking

Tuner

Goal Achieved?

Music Goal 60%
Music Goal 60%
Fun/Rewarding 20%
Practice Priorities & Strategies
Warm-up 20%
Music Goal 60%
Music Goal 60%
Fun/Rewarding 20%
Practice Priorities & Strategies
Warm-up 20%
Music Goal 60%
Music Goal 60%
Fun/Rewarding 20%
Practice Priorities & Strategies
Warm-up 20%
Music Goal 60%
Music Goal 60%
Fun/Rewarding 20%
Practice Priorities & Strategies
Warm-up 20%
Music Goal 60%
Music Goal 60%
Fun/Rewarding 20%
Practice Priorities & Strategies
Warm-up 20%
Music Goal 60%
Music Goal 60%
Fun/Rewarding 20%
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Rubrics
Scale Rubric:
10 pts.

9 pts.

8 pts.

7 pts.

6 pts.

5 pts.

4 & below

Note
Accuracy

100%
accuracy

100%
accuracy.
Clarity of
ar cula on in
need of
improvement.

Performed
accurately a er
star ng over.

Performed
accurately a er
star ng over.
twice.

Need to keep
prac cing and
try again
when more
prepared

Need to keep
prac cing and
try again
when more
prepared

Need to keep
prac cing and
try again
when more
prepared

Tone

Tone is full,
warm, and
smooth
leading to
sustained
resonance.

Tone is
generally full,
warm, and
smooth, but
aﬀected by
range.

Tone is lacking in
one area of
fullness, warmth,
or smoothness.
Evaluate air
support or
embouchure
forma on.

Tone is lacking in
two areas of
fullness, warmth,
or smoothness.
Evaluate air
support or
embouchure
forma on.

Tone is
lacking in two
areas of
fullness,
warmth, or
smoothness.
Evaluate air
support and
embouchure.

Tone has
occasional
moments of
fullness,
warmth, or
smoothness.
Evaluate air
support and
embouchure.

Tone is
lacking any
sense of
fullness,
warmth, or
smoothness.
Evaluate air
support and
embouchure.

Rhythm Rubric:
10 pts.

9 pts.

8 pts.

7 pts.

6 pts.

5 pts.

4&
below

Wri en
Accuracy

Rhythms are
wri en in
before lesson
and no
mistakes.

Rhythms are
wri en in
before lesson
and 1-2
mistakes.

Rhythms are
almost all
wri en in
before lessons
and 3-4
mistakes.

Rhythms are
mostly wri en
in before
lessons and 5 6 mistakes.

Some rhythms
are wri en in
before lesson
and 7-8
mistakes.

A few
rhythms are
wri en in
before lesson
and mostly
incorrect.

No
rhythms
are
wri en in
before
lesson.

Performance
Accuracy

No mistakes
and
consistent
pulse/subdivis
ion .

No mistakes
but
inconsistent
pulse/subdivis
ion .

1 -2 mistakes.

3 -4 mistakes

5 - 6 mistakes

7-8
mistakes and
very
hesitant.

Less than
50%
accuracy
and lack of
pulse.
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Transcription Project
Listening & recrea ng music (a ﬂocking ac vity):
Think sound to symbol. Many mes in music, we spend a lot of me processing/read le ers, notes, and rhythms before
we process sounds (listening and imita ng). This project will help us learn more about music through our ears, not our
eyes.

Process:

1. Listen to piece you are going to transcribe several mes.
2. Answer some ques ons:
- What mood does this song and performer create?____________________________________________
- Describe the performer’s tone____________________________________________________________
- What else do you immediately no ce?_____________________________________________________
- Speculate and experiment to create sounds that match the recording.
Think in terms of bright or. dark, relaxed or. agitated, light or strong, soothing or forceful...
3. Begin Transcribing!

Tips to Transcrip on:
1. Determine the key of the piece (Band Director will help with this for now!)
2. Play that key’s scale, arpeggio, and any other pa erns you know
3. Work in small chunks (one measure at a me, ﬁrst note of each measure, highest
notes, lowest notes, etc..)
4. Draw a contour of the melody
5. Determine if notes go step-wise or skip
6. Look for repe on

4. Form: Mark any parts that are the same, or similar. (Example: A sec on, B sec on, C sec on)

5. Once you have the notes, start listening BEYOND the notes:
- Tone Color & Tone Quality
- Ar cula on (mark in your part)
- Dynamics (mark in your part)
- draw the phrase shape above your music
6. Style & Mood (consider any of the sugges ons below if they will help you or create your own)
- Draw a picture of how you see this piece
- Write a poem of how you hear this piece
- Find a piece that creates similar moods, colors, ideas, and support your reasoning
- Find a pain ng, picture, etc... that creates a similar mood, color, idea and support your reasoning
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Transcrip on Project Rubric:
Midway
Check

10 pts.

9 pts.

8 pts.

7 pts.

6 pts.

5 pts.

4 & below

All assigned
sec ons
are
completed
ahead of
me with 1
- 2 minor
errors.

All assigned
sec ons are
completed
ahead of me
with 3 - 5
minor errors.

Most of the
assigned
sec ons
were
completed
ahead of
me, with
some errors.

Some of the
assigned sec ons
were completed
ahead of me, with
some errors.

A few of the
assigned
sec ons
were
completed
ahead of
me with
many
errors.

Only a couple
measures of
the assigned
sec on were
completed
ahead of me
with mul ple
errors.

No parts of
the assigned
sec on were
completed
ahead of
me.

10 pts.

9 pts.

8 pts.

7 pts.

6 pts.

5 pts.

4 & below

Wri en Note All notes
are
Accuracy

1 - 4 errors.

5 - 8 errors.

9 - 12 errors.

13 - 16
errors.

17 - 20 errors.

More than 20
errors.

Performance
Note
Accuracy

All notes
are
accurate.

1 - 4 errors.

5 - 8 errors.

9 - 12 errors.

13 - 16
errors.

17 - 20 errors.

More than 20
errors.

Performance
Rhythm
Accuracy

All correct
rhythms in
steady
pulse at
required
tempo.

All correct
rhythms with
a few slight
hesita ons at
required
tempo.

Almost all
correct
rhythms
with a few
hesita ons
at a slightly
slower
tempo.

Mostly correct
rhythms with some
hesita ons and
slightly slower
tempo.

Some
correct
rhythms,
many
hesita ons
and slower
tempo.

A few correct
rhythms,
mostly
hesitant, and
much slower
tempo.

Lacking a
sense of
rhythm,
pulse, or
tempo.

Wri en &
Performance
Phrasing &
Dynamics

Phrasing &
Dynamics
are clearly
marked
and
performed
with
beauty and
ease.

Almost all
phrasing &
dynamics are
marked and
performed
conﬁdently.

Most
phrasing and
dynamics
are marked
and
performed,
with some
hesita on.

Some phrasing and
dynamics are
marked and
performed. Usually
sounds mechanical.

A few
phrasings
and
dynamics
are wri en
in and
a empted,
but hard to
tell.

One or two
phrasings and
dynamics are
marked and
performed.

No a empts
are made at
wri en or
performance
dynamics and
phrasing.

accurate.
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